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Abstract
Let k be a number field and let A be a GL2-type variety de-
fined over k of dimension d. We show that for every prime number
p satisfying certain conditions (see Theorem 2), if the local-global
divisibility principle by a power of p does not hold for A over k,
then there exists a cyclic extension k˜ of k of degree bounded by a
constant depending on d such that A is k˜-isogenous to a GL2-type
variety defined over k˜ that admits a k˜-rational point of order p.
Moreover, we explain how our result is related to a question of
Cassels on the divisibility of the Tate-Shafarevich group, studied by
Ciperiani and Stix and Creutz.
1 Introduction
Let k be a number field and let A be a commutative algebraic group defined
over k. Several papers have been written on the following classical question,
known as Local-Global Divisibility Problem.
PROBLEM: Let P ∈ A(k). Assume that for all but finitely many valuations
v of k, there exists Dv ∈ A(kv) such that P = qDv, where q is a positive
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Introduction 2
integer. Is it possible to conclude that there exists D ∈ A(k) such that
P = qD?
By Be´zout’s identity, to get answers for a general integer it is sufficient to
solve it for powers pn of a prime. In the classical case of A = Gm, the answer
is positive for p odd, and negative for instance for q = 8 (and P = 16) (see
for example [AT], [Tro]).
For general commutative algebraic groups, Dvornicich and Zannier gave
a cohomological interpretation of the problem (see [DZ] and [DZ3]) that we
shall explain. Let Γ be a group and let M be a Γ-module. We say that
a cocycle Z : Γ → M satisfies the local conditions if for every γ ∈ Γ there
exists mγ ∈M such that Zγ = γ(mγ)−mγ . The set of the class of cocycles
in H1(Γ,M) that satisfy the local conditions is a subgroup of H1(Γ,M). We
call it the first local cohomology group H1loc(Γ,M). Dvornicich and Zannier
[DZ, Proposion 2.1] proved the following result.
Proposition 1. Let p be a prime number, let n be a positive integer, let k
be a number field and let A be a commutative algebraic group defined over
k. If H1loc(Gal(k(A[p
n])/k),A[pn]) = 0 then the local-global divisibility by pn
over A(k) holds.
The converse of Proposition 1 is not true. However, in the case when the
group H1loc(Gal(k(A[p
n])/k),A[pn]) is not trivial, we can find an extension
L of k k-linearly disjoint with k(A[pn]) in which the local-global divisibility
by pn over A(L) does not hold (see [DZ3, Theorem 3] for the details).
The local-global divisibility problem has been studied for many families
of algebraic goups as algebraic tori (see [DZ] and [Ill]), elliptic curves (see
[C1], [C2], [DZ], [DZ2], [DZ3], [GR1], [LW], [P1], [P2], [PRV], [PRV2]) and,
in one of our recent works, polarized abelian surfaces ([GR2]). In particular
in [GR2] we found some algebraic criterions for the triviality of the local
cohomology for the torsion points of an abelian variety in the particular
case of polarized abelian surfaces.
In this paper we generalize the algebraic criterions in [GR2, Section 2]
so that we can apply them to the family of the GL2-type varieties, already
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studied in the particular case of the local-global divisibility problem on
torsion points, in [GR1].
An abelian variety A defined over a number field k is said to be of GL2-
type if there exists a number field E such that [E : Q] = dim(A) := d
and an embedding φ : E → Endk(A) ⊗ Q (see [Rib, Section 2, Section 5]
with a slighty different terminology). We note OE the ring of the algebraic
integers of E. Then R = φ−1(Endk(A)⊗Z) is an order of OE and φ induces
an embedding R →֒ Endk(A). Observe that, in certain cases, such field E
could be not unique. We say that a prime number p is good for A if it
does not divide [OE : R]. Suppose also that p does not ramify over OE. For
every prime ideal P dividing p, let OE,P be the completion of OE at P and
consider the representation
ρP = Gal(k/k)→
∏
P ′|p
GL2(OE,P ′)→ GL2(OE,P),
induced by the action of Gal(k/k) over A[p∞]. We prove the following
result.
Theorem 2. Let k be a number field and let A be a GL2-type variety defined
over k of dimension d. Let E be a field that embeds into Endk(A)⊗Q. Sup-
pose that for every good prime number p unramified in E and every prime
ideal P of OE over p, the determinant of ρP is the cyclotomic character χp.
There exists an effective constant C = 2(d+1)
2ln(d)/ln(2)+1 depending just on
the dimension of A, such that for every good prime number p ≥ 3d + 1
unramified in E and such that k ∩ Q(ζp) = Q, if there exists n ∈ N such
that H1loc(Gal(k(A[p
n])/k),A[pn])) 6= 0, then there exists a GL2-type variety
A′ isogenous to A over a finite cyclic extension k˜ of k such that [k˜ : k] ≤ C
and A′ admits a k˜-rational point of order p.
Let us give some remarks on the hypotheses of Theorem 2. Ribet proved
the following result.
Proposition 3. Suppose that A is a GL2-type variety defined over a num-
ber field k and let E be a totally real field that embeds to Endk(A) ⊗ Q.
Moreover suppose that Endk(A) = Endk(A). Then det(ρP) = χp, where
χp : Gal(k/k)→ Z
∗
p is the p-adic cyclotomic character.
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Proof. See [Rib, Proposition 4.5.1].

Then we have at least a family of GL2-type varieties for whom the hy-
pothesis on the determinant of ρP holds. Moreover Ribet [Rib, p.784] ob-
served that Shimura pointed out it would be the case when E is totally
real.
Ciperiani and Stix [CS] and Creutz [C1], [C2] studied the following ques-
tion of Cassels which is related to the local-global divisibility problem (see
[CS, Remark 20] or [GR2, Appendix]): let k be a number field and let
A′ be an abelian variety defined over k. For every prime number q we
say that the Tate-Shafarevich group X(A′/k) is q-divisible in H1(k,A′) if
X(A′/k) ⊆ ∩n∈N∗q
nH1(k,A′). What is the set of prime numbers q such
that X(A′/k) is q-divisible ?
By [GR2, Theorem 31] (see also [GR2, p. 31]) and Theorem 2, we get
the following result.
Corollary 4. Let k be a number field and let A be a principally polar-
ized GL2-type variety defined over k of dimension d. Let E be a field that
embeds into Endk(A) ⊗ Q. Suppose that for every good prime number p
unramified in E and every prime ideal P of OE over p, the determinant
of ρP is the cyclotomic character χp. There exists an effective constant
C = 2(d+1)
2ln(d)/ln(2)+1 depending on the dimension of A such that for every
good prime number p ≥ 3d+1 unramified in E and such that k∩Q(ζp) = Q,
if X(A/k) is not p-divisible in H1(k,A), then there exists a GL2-type
variety A′ isogenous to A over a finite cyclic extension k˜ of k such that
[k˜ : k] ≤ C and A′ admits a k˜-rational point of order p.
Finally, by using Theorem 2, Corollary 4 and Weil’s bound (see [ST,
Theorem 3] and Section 5), we shall prove the following corollary.
Corollary 5. Let k and E be number fields, denote d = [E : Q]. Let A/k
be an abelian variety of dimension d such that E embeds in Endk(A)⊗ Q.
Let p be a prime number. As before, denote C = 2(d+1)
2ln(d)/ln(2)+1. Suppose
that :
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1. k ∩Q(ζp) = Q;
2. p is a good prime for A;
3. p ≥ 3d+ 1;
4. For each place P of E dividing p the determinant of the representation
Gal(k/k)→ GL2(EP) is given by the cyclotomic character χp;
5. p is not ramified in E;
6. There exists a place L of k, not dividing p such that A admits good
reduction in L;
7. Denote λ the absolute norm of L, that is the cardinal of the residue
field of L. For each place P of E dividing p, the absolute norm N(P)
of P satisfies the inequality N(P) > (1 + λC/2)2d.
Then for all n ∈ N we have H1loc(Gal(k(A[p
n])/k),A[pn])) = 0. Therefore,
for all n ∈ N, the local-global divisibility by pn holds for A(k). If moreover
A is principally polarized, X(A/k) is p-divisible in H1(k,A).
Here is the plan of the paper. In Section 2 we recall some well-known
results on GL2-type varieties and some of our results on local-global divisi-
bility of [GR1].
A very important ingredient for the proof of Theorem 2 is the study of
the subgroups of GL2(Fq), where q is a power of a prime number. We do
this in Section 3.
In Section 4 we give some algebraic criterions and then we prove Theorem
2.
Finally, Section 5, we prove Corollary 5.
2 Definition and basic properties of the GL2-type va-
rieties
Recall that an abelian variety A defined over a number field k is said
to be of GL2-type if there exists a number field E such that [E : Q] =
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dim(A) := d and an embedding φ : E →֒ Endk(A) ⊗ Q (see [Rib, Section
2, Section 5]). We note OE the ring of the algebraic integers of E. Then
R = φ−1(Endk(A) ⊗ Z) is an order of OE and φ induces an embedding
R →֒ Endk(A). To simplify our notations, we identify R with its image in
Endk(A)⊗ Z.
We say that a prime number p is good for A if p does not divide the
conductor [OE : R] (in fact the notion of good depends also on the choice
of E if there exists more than a number field holding this property). Recall
that if p is a good prime number for A, the Tate module Tp(A) is a free
OE ⊗ Zp-module of rank 2. Then
A[pn] ≃ (OE ⊗ Zp)
2/pn(OE ⊗ Zp)
2 ≃
∏
P|p
(OE/P
ePnOE)
2,
where eP is the ramification index of P. Each of these direct component of
A[pn] can also be interpreted in the following way: for every ideal I of R,
denote A[I] as {x ∈ A | ∀α ∈ I αx = 0}. Then
A[pn] =
⊕
P|p
A[PePn]
with A[PePn] ≃ (OE/P
ePnOE)
2.
As a consequence of [Rib, Proposition 2.2.1], we have the following result.
Lemma 6. Let p be a good prime for A. Then for every positive integer n,
Gal(k(A[pn])/k) is isomorphic to a subgroup of
∏
P|pGL2(OE/P
ePn), where
P is a prime of R dividing p and eP is the ramification index of P.
Proof. See [GR1, Corollary 15].

Denote by φp,n the embedding
Gal(k(A[pn])/k)→ Aut(A[pn]) ≃
∏
P|p
GL2(A[P
ePn])
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(see also the proof of [GR1, Corollary 14]). Moreover, for every P prime
ideal of R dividing p, let φP,n be the composition between φp,n and the pro-
jection
∏
P ′|pGL2(A[P
′ePn])→ GL2(A[P
ePn]). From now on, let us simplify
our notation by putting Gp,n = Gal(k(A[p
n])/k) and GP,n = φP,n(Gp,n).
The following lemma tells us that, studying the local cohomology ofA[pn]
is equivalent to study the local cohomology of the GP,n-modules A[P
ePn].
Lemma 7. Let p be a good prime for A and, for every prime ideal P of
R over p, let eP be its ramification index. There exists an isomorphism
H1loc(Gp,n,A[p
n])→
⊕
P|p
H1loc(GP,n,A[P
ePn]).
Proof. See [GR1, Lemma 16].

Finally, suppose that p is not ramified in OE and for every prime ideal
P dividing p, let OE,P be the completion of OE at P. Consider the repre-
sentation
ρP = Gal(k/k)→
∏
P ′|p
GL2(OE,P ′)→ GL2(OE,P),
induced by the action of Gal(k/k) over A[p∞]. From now on we suppose
that the determinant of ρP is the cyclotomic pth character χp.
3 Subgroups of GL2(Fq) and reduction to the Borel
case
By Lemma 7 to calculate H1loc(Gp,n,A[p
n]) is the same that to calculate
H1loc(GP,n,A[P
ePn]) for any P dividing p. From now on suppose that p is a
good prime unramified over OE . Then A[P] ≃ (OE,P/P)
2 ≃ (Fq)
2, where
q is a power of p and q ≤ pd. Recall (see Section 2) that the determinant of
the representation ρP is the pth cyclotomic charcater χp. In this section we
use the classification of the subgroups of GL2(Fq) and some group theory
to prove the following proposition.
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Proposition 8. Suppose that p ≥ 5, the determinant of the representation
ρP,1 : GP,1 → GL2(Fq) induced by ρP has image equal to F
∗
p and that there
exists n ∈ N such that H1loc(GP,n,A[P
n]) 6= 0. Then GP,1 is contained in
a Borel subgroup and it is generated by its unique p-Sylow subgroup and an
element g of order dividing q − 1, whose determinant has order p− 1.
Proof. To prove Proposition 8, we prove some several preliminary lemmas.
First, let us prove that GP,1 is isomorphic to its projective image.
Lemma 9. GP,1 is isomorphic to its projective image in PGL2(Fq).
Proof. Suppose that it is not the case. Then GP,1 contains an element
that is a non-trivial scalar multiple of the identity (i.e. an element which
is in any basis diagonal with the same eigenvalues distinct from 1). Then,
use the argument in [DZ3, p. 29] to prove that H1(GP,n,A[P
n]) = 0.

We now study the case when p does not divide the order of GP,1.
Lemma 10. Suppose that p does not divide the order of GP,1. Then GP,1 is
cyclic, generated by an element g of order dividing q−1, whose determinant
has order p− 1. In particular it is contained in a Borel subgroup.
Proof. By Lemma 9, GP,1 is isomorphic to its projective image. It is well-
kwown, see for instance [Ser, Proposition 16], that all the possible subgroups
of PGL2(Fq) of order not divided by p are either cyclic, or dihedral, or
isomorphic to one of the following three groups: A4, S4, A5.
All dihedral group may be generated by elements of order 2. Then for
p ≥ 5 this contradicts the fact that the image of the determinant of ρP,1 is
F∗p.
If GP,1 is isomorphic either to A4, or to S4 or to A5, then we get a
contradiction because in this case GP,1 contains a subgroup isomorphic to
Z/2Z×Z/2Z. Since GP,1 is a subgroup of GL2(Fq), we get that −Id ∈ GP,1
and this is not possible because GP,1 is isomorphic to its projective image.
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Then GP,1 is cyclic and let g be its generator. Suppose that g has order
not dividing q−1. Since p does not divide the order of GP,1, the eigenvalues
of g are in Fq2 and there are of the form λ, λ
q, with λq+1 ∈ (Z/pZ)∗. Since
the determinant of ρP,1 has image F
∗
p, then λ
q+1 is distinct from 1 and so
gq+1 is a scalar matrix distinct from the identity. This is not possible by
Lemma 9.

We now study the case when p divides the order of GP,1.
Lemma 11. Suppose that p divides the order of GP,1. Then GP,1 has an
elementary abelian normal p-Sylow subgroup N . Moreover GP,1 is generated
by N and an element of order dividing q−1 and determinant of order p−1.
In particular, GP,1 is contained in a Borel subgroup.
Proof. Suppose that GP,1 has more than one p-Sylow subgroup. Then by
the classification of the subgroups of SL2(Fq), see for instance [Suz, Chapter
3, Theorem 6.17], Gp,1 contains SL2(Fp). By Lemma 9 this is not possible.
Then GP,1, see again [Suz, Chapter 3, Theorem 6.17], contains a unique
p-Sylow subgroup N , which is elementary abelian. Since N is normal, GP,1
is contained in a Borel subgroup. Let τ be an element of GP,1. As GP,1 is
in a Borel subgroup, the eigenvalues of τ are in Fq. If τ has two distinct
eigenvalues, it is diagonalizable and τ q−1 = Id. If τ has a unique eigenvalue
α, then τ p = αId and, by Lemma 9, this is possible only if α = 1.
Since the determinant of ρP,1 has image F
∗
p, GP,1 has an element g of
order dividing q − 1 and with determinant of order p − 1. Suppose that
g and N does not generate GP,1. Then there exists g
′ of order dividing
q − 1 such that g′N is not a power of gN . Since GP,1/N is isomorphic to
a subgroup of (F∗q)
2, this is possible only if for a certain prime l dividing
q− 1, GP,1 contains a subgroup isomorphic to (Z/lZ)
2. Then GP,1 contains
a non-trivial scalar matrix and this contradicts Lemma 9.

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Proposition 8 immediately follows from Lemma 10 and Lemma 11.

4 Some algebraic criterions and proof of Theorem 2
In [GR2, section 2] we proved some criterions for the triviality of the local
cohomology for a large class of Galois-module. In this section we generalize
these criterions, and we apply them on the family of the GL2-type varieties.
From now on we suppose that there exists n ∈ N such that the coho-
mology group H1loc(GP,n,A[P
n]) is distinct from 0. Then, by Proposition 8,
GP,1 is contained in a Borel subgroup. Recall that there exists q a power of
p less or equal than pd such that A[P] is isomorphic to (F∗q)
2. Then, again by
Proposition 8, GP,1 is generated by its unique p-Sylow subgroup N , which
is either trivial or elementary abelian of exponent p, and by an element g of
order dividing q − 1 and whose determinant has order p− 1. Let us denote
by gn an element of GP,n whose image by the projection πn : GP,n → GP,1
is g. We can suppose that the order of gn is equal to the order of g by
replacing gn by a suitable p-power.
The following lemma gives some conditions on the eigenvalues of g.
Lemma 12. Let i be ord(g)/(p− 1). Then gi has an eigenvalue equal to 1.
Proof. Consider the projection πn : GP,n → GP,1. Let N˜ be π
−1
n (N).
Since ker(πn) is a p-group and N is the p-Sylow of GP,1, N˜ is the p-Sylow
of GP,n. Suppose that g
i has the eigenvalues distinct from 1 and let gn
be as before. Since g = πn(gn) and gn has the same order of g, then
gin − Id : A[P
n] → A[Pn] is bijective. Now, just copy the proof of [GR2,
Corollary 9] with gn in the place of g and N˜ in the place of H .

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Remark 13. Since it will be very useful, let us obtain a bound for (i, p−1).
Recall that g has order which divides q − 1 and q is a power of p equals or
less than pd, where d is the dimension of A. Suppose that q = pb. Then an
easy calculation shows that ((pb−1)/(p−1), p−1) ≤ b. Then (i, p−1) ≤ d.
In particular the bound does not depend on p, but only on the dimension
of the variety.
Now we want to get some other restrictions to the eigenvalues of g, by
using [GR2, Lemma 13, Proposition 17].
Lemma 14. Suppose that the eigenvalues of g are distinct from 1. Then the
homomorphism H1(GP,n,A[P]) → H
1(GP,n,A[P
n]) induced by the exact
sequence of GP,n-modules
0→ A[P]→ A[Pn]→ A[Pn−1]→ 0
is injective and its image isH1(GP,n,A[P
n])[p]. In other words H1(GP,n,A[P])
is isomorphic to H1(GP,n,A[P
n])[p].
Proof. Observe that since p is a good prime unramified over E, we have
A[p] ∩A[Pn−1] = A[P]. Then the following sequence
0→ A[P]→ A[Pn]→ A[Pn−1]→ 0
(here the first map is the inclusion and the second is the multiplication by
p) is exact. Copy the proof of [GR2, Lemma 13] with GP,n in the place of
G, A[P], A[Pn], A[Pn−1] in the place respectively of Vn,d[p], Vn,d, Vn,d[p
n−1]
and gn in the place of δ.

Lemma 15. Suppose that the eigenvalues of g are distinct from 1. If
H1(GP,1,A[P]) = 0 and A[P] and End(A[P]) have no common irreducible
sub Z/pZ[〈g〉]-module, then H1(GP,n,A[P
n]) = 0, where g acts by conjugacy
over End(A[P]).
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Proof. Let H be the normal subgroup of GP,n of the elements acting like
the identity over A[P]. Observe that GP,1 is isomorphic to GP,n/H and
consider the inflation-restriction sequence:
0→ H1(GP,1,A[P])→ H
1(GP,n,A[P])→ H
1(H,A[P])GP,1.
By copying the proof of [GR2, Proposition 17] with GP,n in the place of G,
gn in the place of δ, g in the place of δ and A[P] in the place of Vn,d[p],
we get H1(GP,n,A[P]) = 0. By Lemma 14, we get H
1(GP,n,A[P
n])[p] = 0,
and so H1(GP,n,A[P
n]) = 0.

In the previous lemma we made the hypothesis that H1(GP,1,A[P]) = 0.
Next lemma shows that actually this condition is already implied by the
other conditions when p ≥ 3d+ 1.
Lemma 16. Suppose that the eigenvalues of g are distinct from 1 and that
H1(GP,1,A[P]) 6= 0. Moreover suppose that p ≥ 3d + 1. Then A[P] and
End(A[P]) have a common irreducible sub Z/pZ[〈g〉]-module.
Proof. Recall (see Proposition 8), that A[P] is a Fq-vector space of di-
mension 2, GP,1 is included in a Borel subgroup of GL2(Fq) and it contains
a unique p-Sylow subgroup that we denote by N . So A[P] has a non-trivial
sub GP,1-module V (which is a sub Fq-vector space of dimension 1) such that
N acts like the identity over V and A[P]/V . The following exact sequence
of GP,1-modules
0→ V → A[P]→ A[P]/V → 0,
gives rise to the following long cohomology exact sequence:
· · ·H0(GP,1,A[P]/V )→ H
1(GP,1, V )→ H
1(GP,1,A[P])→ H
1(GP,1,A[P]/V ).
Since g has all the eigenvalues distinct from 1, H0(GP,1,A[P]/V ) = 0, and
so we have the exact sequence
0→ H1(GP,1, V )→ H
1(GP,1,A[P])→ H
1(GP,1,A[P]/V ). (4.1)
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Since N is normal in GP,1, we have the inflation-restriction sequences:
0→ H1(GP,1/N, V )→ H
1(GP,1, V )→ H
1(N, V )GP,1/N .
and
0→ H1(GP,1/N,A[P]/V )→ H
1(GP,1,A[P]/V )→ H
1(N,A[P]/V )GP,1/N .
SinceN is a p-Sylow subgroup ofGP,1, the mapH
1(GP,1, V )→ H
1(N, V )GP,1/N
and the mapH1(GP,1,A[P]/V )→ H
1(N,A[P]/V )GP,1/N are injective. Since
N acts like the identity over V and A[P]/V , N and V are abelian p-groups
of exponent p and GP,1/N is generated by the class of g modulo N , we
have H1(N, V )GP,1/N = HomZ/pZ[〈g〉](N, V ), and H
1(N,A[P]/V )GP,1/N =
HomZ/pZ[〈g〉](N,A[P]/V ). By Lemma 12 and Remark 13, we have that for
p ≥ 3d+1, there exists i such that gi has eigenvalues λ and 1 with λ ∈ F∗p of
order≥ 3. Let h be any element ofN and let Z be in HomZ/pZ[〈g〉](N,A[P]/V ).
Then
Zgihg−i = g
iZh. (4.2)
Suppose first that gi acts like the identity over A[P]/V . Then gihg−i = hλ
and so, by relation (4.2), we get λZh = Zh. Thus, since λ 6= 1, for every
h ∈ N we have Zh = 0.
Now suppose that gi acts like the multiplication by λ over A[P]/V .
Then gihg−i = hµ, where µ ∈ F∗p and λµ = 1. So, we get µZh =
λZh. Thus, since λ has order ≥ 3, for every h ∈ N , Zh = 0. Then
HomZ/pZ[〈g〉](N,A[P]/V ) = 0. Thus H
1(GP,1,A[P]/V ) = 0 and, by rela-
tion (4.1), we get that H1(GP,1,A[P]) is isomorphic to H
1(GP,1, V ). Since
we proved that H1(GP,1, V ) embeds into HomZ/pZ[〈g〉](N, V ), we have that
H1(GP,1,A[P]) is isomorphic to a subgroup of HomZ/pZ[〈g〉](N, V ). Since
H1(GP,1,A[P]) 6= 0, we have a non-trivial Z : N → V homomorphism
of Z/pZ[〈g〉]-modules. Let l(N) be the sub-space of End(A[P]) given by
{h − Id | h ∈ N}. Then l(N) is a Z/pZ[〈g〉]-module and Z induces a
non-trivial homomorphism φZ : l(N) → V by sending h − Id to Zh. Thus
a quotient of l(N) is isomorphic to a sub-module of V (then of A[P]). But
since the action of g is semisimple, every quotient is isomorphic to a submod-
ule. Hence A[P] and End(A[P]) have a common irreducible subZ/pZ[〈g〉]-
module.
Some algebraic criterions and proof of Theorem 2 14

Lemmas 15 and 16 tell us that, under the hypothesis p ≥ 3d + 1, A[P]
and End(A[P]) have a common sub Z/pZ[〈g〉]-module. We use this in the
next corollary to get a restriction on the possible eigenvalues of g.
Corollary 17. Let λ1, λ2 ∈ F
∗
q be the eigenvalues of g and let µ1, µ2 be in
F∗q such that λ1µ1 = 1 and λ2µ2 = 1. Suppose that λ1 6= 1 and λ2 6= 1 and
that p ≥ 3d+ 1. Then at least one of the following holds:
1. λ1 is Galois conjugated to λ1µ2;
2. λ1 is Galois conjugated to λ2µ1;
3. λ2 is Galois conjugated to λ1µ2;
4. λ2 is Galois conjugated to λ2µ1.
Moreover, either λ1 or λ2 has order bounded by C = 2
(d+1)2ln(d)/ln(2)+1.
Proof. Observe that A[P] ≃ F2q is the direct sum of two Fq-vector spaces
V1 and V2 of dimension 1, and, for i = 1, 2, g acts on Vi like the multiplication
by λi. In particular V1 and V2 are two Z/pZ[〈g〉]-modules. For i ∈ {1, 2},
the minimal polynomial of the restriction of g to Vi over Fp is equal to the
minimal polynomial of λi over Fp. On the other hand End(A[P]) is the
direct sum of three Z/pZ[〈g〉]-modules T1, T2 and T3. We can suppose that
the automorphism of End(A[P]) associated to g has minimal polynomial
over T1 equal to the minimal polynomial of λ1µ2 over Fp, it is the identity
over T2 and it has minimal polynomial over T3 equal to the minimal poly-
nomial of λ2µ1 over Fp. By Lemmas 15 and 16, A[P] and End(A[P]) have
a non-trivial common Z/pZ[〈g〉]-module. Then, since λ1 6= 1 and λ2 6= 1,
this is possible only if one of the fourth condition of this corollary holds.
Now recall that by Proposition 8 λ1λ2 ∈ F
∗
p and so λ
p−1
1 λ
p−1
2 = 1. Sup-
pose that condition 1. holds (or equivalently condition 4. holds, because
condition 4. is identical to condition 1. if we replace λ1 with λ2). Then λ1
is conjugated to λ1µ2. Thus there exists l < d such that λ
(pl−1)
1 = µ2. Now
recall that by Proposition 8, λ1λ2 ∈ F
∗
p and so λ
p−1
1 λ
p−1
2 = 1. Then since
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µ2 is the inverse of λ2, we get that λ
pl−2
1 has order dividing p − 1. Again
because λ1λ2 ∈ F
∗
p, we have λ
pl−2
2 has order dividing p− 1. Then g
pl−2 has
order dividing p− 1 and so, by Lemma 12, gp
l−2 has an eigenvalue equal to
1. On the other hand g has order dividing q − 1 and q = pb with b ≤ d.
Then either λ1 or λ2 has order dividing (p
b − 1, pl − 2).
Suppose now that condition 2. holds (or equivalently condition 3. holds,
because condition 3. is identical to condition 2. if we replace λ1 with λ2). A
calculation identical to the previous, gives that there exists r < d such that
λp
r+2
1 has order dividing p − 1. Then as in the previous case we get that
gp
r+2 has order dividing p−1 and so, by Lemma 12, gp
r+2 has an eigenvalue
equal to 1. Then either λ1 or λ2 has order dividing (p
b − 1, pr + 2).
The bound on the order of either λ1 or λ2 now follows from the following
lemma (applied in the case N = 2).
Lemma 18. Let a ∈ N and b ∈ N be two integers less than d, let A,B,C,D
be relative integers all with absolute values less than N ∈ N∗. The greatest
commun divisor of Apa − B and Cpb −D is less than 2N (d+1)
2ln(d)/ln(2)
.
Proof. Let us make an induction on the exponents a and b. Without loss
of generality we suppose b ≤ a, let q and 0 ≤ r < b be the quotient and the
rest of the Euclidian division of a by b (so a = bq + r). Observe that :
(Apa −B,Cpb −D) ≤ (CqApbq+r − CqB,Cpb −D),
but we have :
CqApbq+r − CqB ≡ ADqpr − CqB mod (Cpb −D),
so we can bound (Apa−B,Cpb−D) by (ADqpr−CqB,Cpb−D). Observe
that all the coefficients ADq, CqB are less than Nd+1. As it is well known
that the Euclid algorithm applied to a by b will finish in at most 2ln(d)/ln(2)
steps, we can bound the final result by 2N (d+1)
2ln(d)/ln(2)
.


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We can now prove Theorem 2.
Theorem 19 (Theorem 2). Let k be a number field and let A be a GL2-
type variety defined over k of dimension d. Let E be a field that embeds into
Endk(A)⊗Q. Suppose that for every good prime number p unramified in
E and every prime ideal P of OE over p, the determinant of ρP is the cyclo-
tomic character χp. There exists an effective constant C = 2
(d+1)2ln(d)/ln(2)+1
depending just on the dimension of A, such that for every good prime
number p ≥ 3d + 1 unramified in E and such that k ∩ Q(ζp) = Q, if there
exists n ∈ N such that H1loc(Gal(k(A[p
n])/k),A[pn])) 6= 0, then there exists
a GL2-type variety A
′ isogenous to A over a finite cyclic extension k˜ of k
such that [k˜ : k] ≤ C and A′ admits a k˜-rational point of order p.
Proof. Let p be a prime number that satisfies all the hypotheses of the
Theorem. Since k ∩ Q(ζp) = Q the determinant of the representation
ρP,1 : GP,1 → GL2(Fq) induced by ρP has image equal to F
∗
p (see Propo-
sition 8). Then, by Proposition 8, there exists a prime ideal P of OE such
that GP,1 (see Lemmas 6 and 7) contains an element g of order dividing q−1
(where q is the inertia degree of P) and with determinant of order p − 1,
such that GP,1 is generated by g and its unique p-Sylow subgroup N . More-
over by Corollary 17 there exists an effective constant c ≤ 2(d+1)
2ln(d)/ln(2)+1
depending just on d such that gc has an eigenvalue equal to 1. Recall (see
p.6 after Lemma 6) that GP,1 is by definition φP,1(Gal(k(A[p])/k)), where
φP,1 is the composition between the embedding
Gal(k(A[p])/k)→ Aut(A[p]) ≃
∏
P|p
GL2(A[P])
and the projection
∏
P ′|pGL2(A[P
′])→ GL2(A[P]). Then set k˜ the subfield
of k(A[p]) fixed by φ−1P,1(〈g
c, N〉). Observe that 〈gc, N〉 is a normal subgroup
ofGP,1 and that Gal(k(A[p])/k)/φ
−1
P,1(〈g
c, N〉) is isomorphic toGP,1/〈g
c, N〉.
Hence k˜ is a cyclic extension of k of degree c contained in k(A[p]) such that
Gal(k(A[p])/k˜) acts over A[P] as the group generated by N and gc. Thus
A[P] has a non-trivial Galois sub-module V in which N acts like the identity
and gc acts either like the identity or by multiplication by an element of F∗p.
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If gc acts like the identity over V then every non-trivial element of V is a
k˜-rational point of order p of A.
If gc does not act like the identity, let A′ be the GL2-type variety defined
over k˜ and k˜-isogenous to A with an isogeny with kernel V . Then, since gc
and N act like the identity over A[P]/V , A′ admits a k˜-rational point of
order p.

5 Proof of Corollary 5
The proof of Corollary 5 is a consequence of Theorem 2 and of Weil’s results
on the eigenvalues of the images of Frobenius substitutions for primes of
good reduction, by the Galois representation associated to A (cf. Theorem
20 below). In fact Weil’s results also worth for the GL2-type representation.
Let L be a place of k over L. We denote D(L) = {σ ∈ Gal(k/k) :
σ(L) = L} and I(L) = {σ ∈ D(L) : ∀x ∈ k σ(x) ≡ x mod L} the
decomposition group and the inertia group respectively. We have a natural
morphism D(L)→ Gal(Fλ/Fλ) whose kernel is I(L). By the results of Weil
(see for instance [ST, Theorem 3]) we have the following theorem:
Theorem 20. Suppose that A has potentially good reduction at the prime
L of k. Consider the representation associated to the Tate module Tp(A) :
ρp : Gal(k/k)→ GL2d(Zp).
Let σ be an element of D(L) such that the reduction of σ in Gal(Fλ/Fλ) is
the Frobenius morphism. Then the characteristic polynomial of ρp(σ) has
integral coefficients independent of p. The absolute values of its roots are
equal to N(L)1/2 = λ1/2.
This also worth for the GL2-type representation.
Corollary 21. Suppose that A has good reduction at the prime L of k.
Consider the representation of GL2-type
ρP : Gal(k/k)→ GL2(OE,P).
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Let σ be an element of D(L) such the reduction of σ in Gal(Fλ/Fλ) is
the Frobenius morphism. Then the characteristic polynomial of ρP(σ) has
coefficients in the integer ring of E and they do not depend on P. Fix
an embedding E → C. The absolute values of the complex roots of the
characteristic polynomial of σ are equal to N(L)1/2 = λ1/2.
Proof. The first part of the previous corollary follows from [Rib, 2.1.2].
Observe that the roots of the characteristic polynomial ρP(σ) are also roots
of the characteristic polynomial of ρp(σ), and so the bound for the absolute
values of the roots is a consequence of Weil’s results (cf. Theorem 20). See
also [Shi, 11.9 and 11.10] for further details.

Now we can prove the Corollary 5.
Corollary 22 (Corollary 5). Let k and E be number fields, denote d =
[E : Q]. Let A/k be an abelian variety of dimension d such that E em-
beds in Endk(A) ⊗ Q. Let p be a prime number. As before, denote C =
2(d+1)
2ln(d)/ln(2)+1. Suppose that :
1. k ∩Q(ζp) = Q;
2. p is a good prime for A;
3. p ≥ 3d+ 1;
4. For each place P of E dividing p the determinant of the representation
Gal(k/k)→ GL2(EP) is given by the cyclotomic character χp;
5. p is not ramified in E;
6. There exists a place L of k, not dividing p such that A admits good
reduction in L;
7. Denote λ the absolute norm of L, that is the cardinal of the residue
field of L. For each place P of E dividing p, the absolute norm N(P)
of P satisfies the inequality N(P) > (1 + λC/2)2d.
Proof of Corollary 5 19
Then for all n ∈ N we have H1loc(Gal(k(A[p
n])/k),A[pn])) = 0. Therefore,
for all n ∈ N, the local-global divisibility by pn holds for A(k). If moreover
A is principally polarized, X(A/k) is p-divisible in H1(k,A).
Proof. Suppose that A, E, L and p satisfy all the conditions 1-6 of Corol-
lary 5 and that H1loc(Gal(k(A[p
n])/k),A[pn])) 6= 0. By Lemma 7, there ex-
ists a prime P of E dividing p such that H1loc(GP,n,A[P
n]) 6= 0. We will
show that N(P ) ≤ (1 + λC/2)2d. As p is a good prime for A, we have the
representation
ρP : Gal(k/k)→ GL2(OE,P)
and ρP , the reduction of ρP modulo POE,P , is the representation given by
the Galois action on the P-torsion points of A:
ρP : Gal(k/k)→ GL2(OE,P/POE,P).
By Proposition 8 and Corollary 17 there exists an isomorphism over Fq
between GL2(A[P]) and GL2(Fq) such that any element σ of the image of
ρP is triangular superior with diagonal coefficients α(σ), β(σ). Moreover
either α or β has order c for a constant c ≤ C (let us suppose that it is α).
As the determinant of ρP is χp, the diagonal coefficients are α and α
−1χp.
For σ ∈ Gal(k(A[p])/k) the trace of ρP(σ) is given by:
α(σ) + α−1(σ)χp(σ). (5.1)
As before fix a place L of Q over L. Let σ ∈ D(L) such that the reduction
of σ in Gal(Fλ/Fλ) is the Frobenius morphism. We denote also by σ its
restriction in Gal(k(A[p])/k). Let aL be the trace of ρP(σ
c). By Corollary
21, we have that the characteristic polynomial of ρP(σ) has coefficients in
OE. As a consequence it is also true for the characteristic polynomial of
ρP(σ
c). So aL is an element of OE . The previous formula (5.1) allows us to
compute aL modulo P.
aL ≡ α(σ
c) + α−1(σc)χp(σ
c) mod P.
Observe that αc = 1 and L does not divide p so χp(σ) = λ. We deduce
that:
aL ≡ 1 + λ
c mod P.
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So
P divides (1 + λc − aL).
In particular, if we denote by NE/Q the relative norm of E over Q, we have:
N(P) divides NE/Q(1 + λ
c − aL). (5.2)
Now let τ be an embedding τ : E → C. For Corollary 21 all the complex
roots of the characteristic polynomial ρP(σ) have absolute value equal to
λ1/2, independently on the choice of an embedding E → C. We deduce that
all the complex roots of the characteristic polynomial ρP(σ
c) have absolute
value equal to λc/2. So we have for any embedding τ : E → C :
|τ(aL)| ≤ 2λ
c/2,
that gives us an upper bound:
0 < |τ(1 + λc − aL)| ≤ (1 + λ
c/2)2.
So we deduce (recall that [E : Q] = d):
0 < |NE/Q(1 + λ
c − aL)| ≤ (1 + λ
c/2)2d. (5.3)
By combining this inequality (5.3), and the formula (5.2) using the fact that
c ≤ C, we deduce
N(P) ≤ (1 + λC/2)2d.

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